
⭐️ Enabling people to shine⭐️

Understanding Motivation: 
Why it’s important at work and at home





It is our MOTIVATION that gets 
us up in the morning

SO
It’s important to understand 

what MOTIVATES us



• Want to understand your own motivation, engagement and 

wellbeing and how you can support it at work and at home

• Want to understand the key concepts of motivation, the 

difference between intrinsic & extrinsic motivation & why paying 

attention to and understanding motivation is so important.

• Want to support your colleagues, friends and family and children

• Plan on keeping your New Year Resolutions!

This session will be helpful if you:

Do let us know if there is anything else you 
would like us to cover 
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Question

What is motivation and why 
is it important?



Wikipedia definition:

• Motivation is what causes a person to want to 
repeat a behaviour.

• An individual is not motivated by another 
individual. Motivation comes from within. 

• Motivation inspires a person to move forward.

• Energy



• Learn better
• Think faster
• Find creative solutions
• Achieve more
• Are engaged 

WE ARE HAPPIER

When we are motivated we:

Being motivated has a positive impact 
on our mental health



“The most beautiful fate, the most wonderful good fortune that can happen to 
any human being, is to be paid for doing that which he passionately loves to 
do”                                         

Abraham Maslow

‘If you are in work that makes you happier, you will be more motivated, more 
productive and potentially, better paid’ Richard Layard

We know that if we have a job that motivates 
us we will be happier



@MotivatedEdu



No one starts a job 
demotivated!

Motivation and engagement go hand in hand.

In a survey of 500 UK office workers by Bupa, when asked to rate on a scale of 1-10 
how motivated and energised they felt during the working week, 48% of 

respondents rated their energy and 
motivation below five.



We are all individuals with different 
motivational needs.

Knowing what motivates us, our 
colleagues and our teams enables our 
support and management to be fully 
inclusive – as we can recognise 
individuals needs, supporting 
performance and wellbeing



“ Our greatest impact with people 
is to gain insight into what 
motivates and inspires them in 
their lives.”

Mark C Crowley – Lead from the Heart



Question

On a scale of 1 to 10, how much attention 
do you pay to what motivates you?

(1 is not a lot and 10 is a lot)



Question

On a scale of 1 to 10, how  motivated are you?

Results are anonymous

MENTIMETER CODE https://www.menti.com/54qobk5rh4

(1 is not a lot and 10 is a lot)



• Competence/
Mastery the desire to get better and better at something 

that matters,  doing something we love (“flow”**)

• Purpose  the yearning to do what we do in the service of something 
larger than ourselves

• Autonomy  the urge to direct our own lives, have control over what you 
do

• Relationships When we have psychological safety and relationships at workk

To maintain our intrinsic motivation, we 
need to have these recognised* elements:

*Daniel Pink  - Drive
**Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi, a renowned social scientist who has devoted his life's work 
to the study of what makes people truly happy, satisfied and fulfilled



Understanding individual’s intrinsic 
motivators

In addition to providing autonomy, mastery and 

purpose, we need to understand not everyone is 

motivated by the same thing



Remember

There are no wrong or right motivators

Our Motivation isn’t a reflection of our skill

Our motivators are our drivers

Our motivators change as we go through 
life



Our motivation effects 
• our speed of decision making
• our attitude to risk and change, 

and our focus
• AND even our preferred 

environment!



Motivational map 
element

Preferred 
attitude to 

change

Attitude to  
risk

Speed of 
change/
Decision 
making

Focus

Relationships
Averse Avoidance Slow People

Feelings

Achievement
Mildly Pro Calculated / 

Planned
Medium Things

Thinking

Growth
Friendly/ Pro 

change
Positive Fast/Decisive Ideas 

Knowing /Instinct



We are all motivated by different things
The 9 different drivers of our intrinsic motivation 

(or in other words our needs) are: 

• Security and stability

• Recognition

• Meaningful relationships

• Being in charge

• Earning and competition

• Learning and development

• Creativity & Problem solving

• Freedom and Independence

• Making a difference

We need to know which of 
these drivers are important

Maslow & Hertzberg









Go to www.menti.com and use the code 6154 3304



You may all be in the 
same team



But you are all different







Dan’s manager is frustrated by Dan – he doesn’t seem to listen, 
doesn’t tell her what he is working on and has such a messy 
desk that if he isn’t around she doesn’t know how to cover his 
work.

We discover Dan is motivated by having freedom and 
independence and his manager likes routine and order and 
knowing she can deliver projects on time.

What can Dan and his manager now do, knowing they are 
motivated in different ways?



You discover that you are motivated by having good 
relationships, making a difference and having routine and 
order.

Your plan for the new year is to loose weight.

Having realised what motivates you, what would be a good 
plan to achieve your goal.

What probably* wouldn’t work?

(*We need to look at the whole motivational profile)



 

What each motivator values/ways to increase motivation  
 

Defender 

 

Friend 

 

Star 

 

Director 

 

Builder 

 

Expert 

 

Creator 

 

Spirit 

 

Searcher 

 

High job 
security 

Feeling of 
belonging 

Social and 
public 
recognition 

Being in control 
/in charge 

Above average 
standard of 
living 

Opportunities to 
learn 

Environment 
with change and 
variety 

Working 
autonomously 

Meaning and 
purpose in 
what they do 

Clear roles and 
responsibilities 

Nourishing and 
fulfilling 
relationships 

Being noticed 
and held in 
high esteem 

Being stretched Material and 
financial 
rewards 

Specialising in 
areas of interest 

Opportunities to 
solve problems 

Making own 
decisions 

Significant and 
important 
work 

Regular and 
accurate 
information 

Collaborative 
environment 

Awards and 
certificates 

Making critical 
decisions 

Clear goals and 
targets 

Opportunities to 
share expertise  

Being original Having a choice Making a 
difference 

Continuity and 
loyalty 

Being liked and 
supported 

Clear hierarchy 
/pecking order 

Clearly defined 
career path 

Work that is  
visibly well 
rewarded 

Realising own 
potential 

Creating 
something 
new/improved 

Freedom and 
independence 

Seeing the big 
picture 

Order and 
clarity 

Being listened 
to 

Competitive 
opportunities 

Having control 
of resources 

Responsibility Contact with 
other experts 

Ability to work 
alone/ in small 
groups 

Awareness of 
the bigger 
picture 

Being listened 
to /consulted 

Time to 
prepare 

Loyalty and 
continuity 

Positive 
feedback 

Responsibility 
and influence 

Competitive/ 
targeted  
environment 

Mastering their 
own work 

Recognition of 
their creativity 

Clear and 
specific 
objectives 

Change and 
variety 

 



Team Chart
Team Maps enable leaders to be able to determine whether the energies of the team are harmonised with 
mission, whether there are internal conflicts that need addressing, and finally how to provide rewards that 

motivate the team: each report contains at least 11 actionable ideas. In short, they enable the team to perform at 
a higher level.

Searcher Spirit Defender Expert Creator Friend Director Builder Star

33 28 24 21 17 22 6 16 13

27 24 15 18 24 21 19 14 18

29 27 19 25 25 21 14 10 10

25 22 27 25 17 18 14 19 13

28 17 33 17 13 27 20 15 10

24 23 23 22 19 15 23 15 16

27 25 21 22 19 20 17 15 14

27 16 24 20 20 18 17 19 19

29 15 26 21 18 20 15 23 13

33 21 20 12 18 18 21 16 21

31 23 15 23 21 23 15 22 7

29 17 16 20 23 12 24 21 18

28 22 16 18 18 30 15 14 19

35 21 25 27 20 14 10 17 11

30 17 25 27 18 22 14 17 10

26 32 16 18 21 15 23 12 17

16 29 33 29 19 7 12 19 16

30 24 23 19 20 21 16 15 12

23 31 19 20 18 17 17 25 10

20 19 20 19 20 19 23 22 18

28 18 23 21 23 17 18 11 21

28 25 15 26 19 20 21 10 16

21 27 29 20 16 17 15 13 22

27 13 18 27 22 22 14 19 18

30 20 23 21 23 24 11 16 12

27 15 16 18 25 25 16 10 28



Question

On a scale of 1 to 10, How much attention 
will you now be paying to your motivation?

(1 is not a lot and 10 is a lot)



Questions?



Connect with us

@MotivatedEdu

Sarah Stones

www.plainsailingmotivation.co.uk

sarah@plainsailingmotivation.co.uk

mailto:sarah@plainsailingmotivation.co.uk
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VALUES

High job security
Clear roles, responsibilities
Regular and accurate information
Continuity & Loyalty
Order & clarity
Time to prepare

INCREASING 
MOTIVATION

Clear & regular 
communication

Continuity
Support through 

periods of change
Consider the risks of 

no change
Regular review of 

progress
Link goal 

achievement to 
security

DEFENDER
Seeks security, predictability 

and stability

Relationship



VALUES

Feeling of belonging
Nourishing & fulfilling relationships
Collaborative environment
Being liked & supported
Being listened to
Loyalty & continuity

INCREASING MOTIVATION

Involvement & consultation
Social events 
Personalised - use their name
Mentors/coaches/projects
Good social environment

FRIEND
Seeks belonging, friendship
and fulfilling relationships

Relationship



STAR
Seeks recognition, respect and social esteem

Relationship

INCREASING MOTIVATION

Opportunities for awards 
Involvement in projects
Role models/mentors/coaches
Clear progression opportunities
Regular review of targets & 

goals
Consult and ask their opinion



BUILDER
Goal orientated, competitive, material satisfactions 

Achievement

VALUES

Material and financial rewards
Clear goals & targets
Work that is visibly well rewarded
Responsibility
Competitive/targeted environment
Above average standard of living

INCREASING MOTIVATION

Clear career path & plan
Regular review of progress
Give them responsibility
Training – learn more : earn more
Money
Material benefits



VALUES

Being in control / in charge
Being stretched
Making critical decisions
Clearly defined goals
Having control of resources
Responsibility & influence

INCREASING MOTIVATION

Give responsibility / delegate
Regular review of progress
Having a mentor
Role titles that reflect power
Representing team
Opportunity to deputise

DIRECTOR
Seeks power, influence, control of people and/or 

resources

Achievement



EXPERT
Seeks expertise, mastery and specialism

Achievement

VALUES

Opportunities to learn
Specialising in areas of interest
Opportunities to share expertise
Realising own potential
Contact with other experts
Mastering their own work

WAYS OF INCREASING MOTIVATION

Training & Development
Being guide or mentor to others
Performance development plans &    
regular reviews of progress
Having a mentor - skilled expert
Training linked to promotion
Ambitious targets



CREATOR
Seeks innovation, identification 

with new, expressing creative potential

Growth

VALUES

Environment with change & variety
Opportunity to solve problems
Being original
Creating something new/improved
Ability to work alone / small groups
Recognition of their creativity

INCREASING MOTIVATION

Involvement in ideas generation
Give problems to solve
Objectives that need originality
Limit routine & paper driven tasks
Culture of change
Rewards for innovation



VALUES

Working autonomously
Making own decisions
Having a choice
Freedom & independence
Awareness of the bigger picture
Clear & specific goals

INCREASING MOTIVATION

Limit responsibility
Empower
Give choice
Reward with freedom & autonomy
Set clear & specific goals

SPIRIT
Seeks freedom, independence, making own decisions

Growth



SEARCHER
Seeks meaning, making a difference, providing 

worthwhile things

GrowthVALUES
Meaning & purpose in what they do
Significant & important work
Making a difference
Seeing the big picture
Being listened to / consulted
Change & variety WAYS OF INCREASING MOTIVATION

Feedback on how making a 
difference

Link own goals to wider
organisation/group goals
Regular feedback & praise
Avoid routine & paper driven tasks
Provide with a mentor
Involvement in significant projects



Motivational Compatibility /Conflicts


